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MNSA’s 2015 Srubs Camp was a total
success! Kids had the opportunity to learn
why nursing is such a great profession.
They participated in a hand washing
workshop, a mini vitals lab and a craft
station. We also had a free blood pressure
clinic for the parents. We would like to
extend a huge thank you to Grand Valley
State University Holland Campus for hosting this event, to all the hospitals who
donated supplies, and to all the GVSU
nursing students who volunteered their
time!
A huge thanks goes to Lizzette Chavez,
MNSA’s Image /Breakthrough to Nursing
Director, for organizing and creating this
wonderful event! Also Thanks goes to
our Community Health Director, Tabatha
Sack, for volunteering!
Thank You to the hospitals that helped
make this event possible:
Metro Health: Jennison -- Denise See
St. Mary’s (Mercy Health)--Kristy Todd
Great Lakes Specialty Hospital -- Sam
Mignoni

#MNSA Instagram Photo Contest!
Your
could Picture
appe
here ar
!

#MNSAhealthynurse
are an example*
*Pictures above and the hashtag

Each month there with be a different topic and a new opportunity for you to enter the
contest. Be creative and have fun with it! If your picture is chosen it will appear in a
variety of MNSA’s pages, including our website, Facebook page, Instagram, twitter, and
the next issue of Nursetalk (NSNA Award Winner twice in a Row)!

The winner will receive 25 dollars!
This Month: #MNSAhealthynuse

The top 3 pictures will be chosen by the MNSA Board MemInstagram is a free app you can download on any mobile de- •
bers once the contest is closed. From there those that are
vice. If you need help getting started or figuring out the app
chosen will be messaged from MNSA in regards to verifying
you should go to: https://help.instagram.com/
MNSA membership:
•
Before you enter the contest you must Follow us at Michi•
You will be asked to send us your name, MNSA membergan.nsa
ship
ID number, School you attend, and personal email
•
add the hashtag (listed above in blue) in the caption and
(school
one preferred). You must be Following Michigan.
tag michigan.nsa in the photo!
nsa
to
win
•
Contest begins the 1st of every month and closes on the 20th
•
Once information is confirmed then there will be a vote for
of that month
the 1 winner
•
You may enter a total of 2 pictures each month
•
If
your
picture is chosen as the winner you will be emailed
•
Pictures must be Professionally appropriate (no nudity, alcoand
asked
for further information so that the prize can be
hol, illegal substances, etc.)
awarded! The money will be in the form of a gift card, cash or
any sponsored voucher. You may choose what information is
***Disclaimer: Any picture you enter into this contest
shared with the public (i.e. name, school) or the picture can be
may be used by the Michigan Nursing Students Associkept anonymous in all publications
ation for anything deemed appropriate by the Board of
•

Directors***

Next Month get ready for #MNSAallamericannurse
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A Different Kind of Veteran
Interview of Sgt. Ashley Steiner, by Ola Glezen

Note: Each year the MNSA chooses a particular topic or
population on which to focus its resources and interventions. This year we chose veterans of the United States
Armed Forces. In addition to planned activities like the
SwampFoot Run (still time to sign up or volunteer!) which
raise money for organizations providing assistance to
veterans, the MNSA also wants to highlight the diversity of
today’s veteran population.
The term “military veteran” may conjure images of
older men congregating in VFW halls sharing war stories
about conflicts many of us were too young to remember.
Or images of young men coming home to their families
with prosthetic limbs they learned to use after long and
painful rehabilitation. We may think of veterans with pity
after hearing about the current challenges faced by the
Veterans Administration healthcare services, or we nurture
romanticized visions inspired by movies and songs depicting men and women with superhuman abilities overcoming herculean obstacles.
The truth is more complicated – a mosaic of lives
and events most of us will never encounter and cannot
fully imagine. Veterans are individuals. They are not all
“old,” they are not all physically injured, they do not all have
Post-Traumatic-Stress-Disorder, and they do not all step
back into civilian life without missing a beat. As nurses, we
“treat the patient in front of [us].” And in our lifetimes, we
will most likely treat a veteran. When you hear the phrase
“decorated combat veteran” most people, including nurses,
instantly picture a man of indeterminate age. How about a
young woman in nursing school?
Ashley Steiner is smart, brave, and compassionate. A decorated combat veteran and a nursing student.
This summer, Ashley completes her first year at Oakland
Community College’s School of Nursing. Between classes
and clinical rotations, this MNSA member also works as an
Emergency Department Technician at Henry Ford Hospital–West Bloomfield. An extremely private person, Ashley
agreed to allow the MNSA to publish her story because she
believes it is important to raise awareness that veterans
come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and ages, all with different life stories.
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Prior to her nursing career, Ashley joined the
United States Army at age 18 and served seven years
during two deployments in Operation Iraqi Freedom
and Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. As
a testament to her leadership skills, she achieved the
rank of Sergeant. Years in foreign wars strengthened
her ambition to return home and complete her nursing education.
From the time she was fourteen years old
and witnessed the horror of 9/11, Ashley knew her
life’s work lay with the military and nursing. She
credits her military experience with fostering the
confidence, patience, and organizational skills to be
successful in nursing school: “My military service
literally ‘matured my brain’ – it gave me the ability to
quickly assess any situation and act. My first night in
Baghdad we got bombed. I remember thinking ‘this
is my life now.’ And I learned what I needed to learn
to adapt, stay alive, and do what I needed to do.“
In her short life, Ashley endured physical and
emotional stressors alien to most people. She served
as a gunner, worked as a Military Policeman, drove
Humvees over desert roads, survived enemy fire, and
lost friends and acquaintances. She is one of the few
people I know who can describe the mystical beauty
of the mountains of Afghanistan and then desribe in
practical terms how to use them to geographically
orient yourself in unfamiliar terrain.

In addition to her military assignments, Ashley worked with native populations ( “The kids were
great” ) on humanitarian missions which solidified
her profound love and appreciation for her country:
“I cannot believe how incredibly blessed I am to be
in this country, to have my health, and to have the
opportunity to HELP. My military service helped me
see and appreciate all that I have in my life and it
gave me the determination to make the most of my
abilities and opportunities. I want to live an extraordinary life. I want to help other people. I know I can.
That’s what I live for. ”
Ashley cannot and will not discuss much of
her military experience, but she always describes it
with the overwhelming gratitude and awe marking a
true patriot:

“No matter
what I went
through, I
would do it
again in a
heartbeat.”

For all she received from her service, Ashley acknowledges that she also paid a price: “ I was
hiking in one hundred degree plus weather with full
gear at age 19 while my friends were getting ready
for proms. When I came back it seemed as if I had to
start over to “catch up” to where I should be, where
my friends were. It’s funny to see people’s expressions when I pull out my service identification to get
my military discount. Once a police officer pulled me
over for driving over the limit and after seeing the
veterans’ marker on my license plate, he asked me
“So who’s the veteran?” I told him I was. He checked
out my license, then came back, smiled, and told me
to be on my way. Another time I had a male co-worker asked if I had my CAB (Combat Action Badge).
I told him I did. He nodded to himself and walked
away. I know I don’t look like the “typical veteran” but
there are a lot of women like me in the armed forces
and it’s important that we as a country and as nurses
realize that and don’t make assumptions about who
is or is not a veteran.” **

Ashley’s career ambitions are – no surprise – to
be a trauma flight nurse. For now she intends to complete her BSN and rejoin the military: “Besides becoming a nurse, the only thing I feel in my heart, that feels
really true, is being a member of the military. Since I
was fourteen years old, all I wanted to do was to serve
my country and take care of patients. Soon I can do
both. I love what I do now in the ER and I can’t wait to
take it to the next level. ”
As a combat veteran, Ashley receives complete healthcare through the Veterans Administration
health service. Her healthcare experience and schooling definitely give her an edge when assessing the
care provided through the VA. She gives the system
overall high marks for its treatment of female veterans
and notes that the VA is “actively taking steps” towards
holistic, accessible healthcare for all military personnel, particularly females. She encourages her fellow
nursing students to consider the military as an option for future growth in their chosen profession, but
stresses that the most important advice she would
give to a nursing colleague is to do what is right and
appropriate for him or her. Ashley exemplifies the
best of both the military and nursing professions –
intelligent, brave, compassionate, selfless individuals
willing to serve others.

The Values of the United States Army are loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and
personal courage – qualities mirrored in the Nightingale Oath which nursing school graduates pledge. As
nurses we, like Ashley and her military teammates, are
the warrior class of a just and moral society, ceaselessly fighting pain, sickness and despair.
** NOTE: Ashley DOES NOT condone driving over the
speed limit!.
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Across
1 Device used to lasso the left atrial
appendage 			
5 Inserted on most patients scheduled for atrial fibrillation due to high
volume of fluid administration and
length of procedure
8 Chest pain due to ischemia of
heart muscle 				
9 This valve allows blood to flow
from the left ventricle into aorta
12 Complete on admission, upon return from procedure, every 4 hours,
and with a change in clinical condiition 				
13 May be indicated for symptomatic bradycardia 			
17 Manager of the CTR and Cath
Lab 					
18 Administered during right heart
catheterization to evaluate benefit
of calcium channel blockers with
pulmonary hypertension (2 words)
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Test your Ca
rdiac
knowledge in
this
Cardiac Cros
sword puzzle
!

11 Possible indication for ICD or CRTD
placement
14 Volumetric
fraction of blood
pumped out of the
ventricle with each
heart beat 		
15 Contraindication
for ablation
16 This artery supplies blood to the
inferior portion of the
heart 		
19 Electrocardiogram 			
22 Coronary Artery
Down
Bypass Grafting
1 Widowmaker 		
23 Activated clotting
2 Possible complication as				 sociated with arterial access 		 time
24 Physician and
3 Activity restriction after
medical director of
20 Patent foramen ovacath 4 Physician and medical the EP Lab 			
le
director of the Cath Lab
21 This medication should 6 This medication should be 26 Therapy used to
treat arrythmias,
be given to patients having held 48hrs prior to cath
often using radiofredevice placed who have an 7 Most common arterial
quency waves
allergy to penicillin
sheath diameter used in the 29 Number of leads
25 P in PCI 			
Cath Lab at KU 		
placed with CRTD
27 Works with the nurse to 10 A dynamic process incare for patients, including volving two or more health- implantation 		
30 Thrombin banremoval of sheaths
care professionals with com- dage used in combi28 Oral medication that
plementary backgrounds
nation with manual
may be prescribed for
and skills, sharing common
pressure to obtain
patients with renal insuffi- health goals and exercishemostasis
ciency 		
ing concerted physical and Go to www.michigannsa.
31 May temporarily turn off mental effort in assessing,
org/nursetalk-newsletter.
defibrillator therapy
planning, or evaluating pa- html and scroll down to
32 Antiplatelet medication tient care 				crossword answer key!

Ask Flo

The NurseTalk Advice Column!
Florence NIghtingale is an idol to nurses everywhere. She changed the face of nursing as
we know it. She prided herself on hygiene care, which decreased death rates, training new
nurses and demanding respect for women in the workplace. She devoted her life to making nursing the best it could be! So who better to ask when you have something weighing
on your mind? So the MNSA Board has started an Ask Flo colemn where you can send in
your concerns/questions about anything nursing and we will post a response in the next
issue! We will try our hardest to respond as Florence would!

Dear Lonely,

Dear Flo,

Where is a good place to cry when
you are in clinicals? My classmates
and I can’t seem to figure out a
place where we can go to quietly
weep when we realize that our care
plans are due on the same day that
we have two exams and a clinical
check-off. Any thoughts?

Sincerely,
Lonely Tears

You are not alone. Have you ever wandered cleaned isolation room.
2. It should have a door that can close behind
through the hallways of your unit during
you so that no one witnesses your pain.
your second straight 12-hour clinical and
thought you heard muffled cries of anguish 3. It should be close enough from your
assigned patient rooms so that you can take
coming from behind the doors of an obscure hospital storage room? It was proba- your cry breaks in 1-2 minute intervals and still
bly a poor nursing student looking to work be able to provide safe patient care.
With these guidelines in mind, I would
through some tears before jogging back to
also suggest that you ingratiate yourself with
the med room and more encounters with
the custodial staff of your floor. Nobody knows
the Pixys.
Because every agency is different, the crying nooks better than these folks. One
here are three things that you need to keep of these kind souls once directed me to a dictation room that no one used where I cried for
in mind when looking for a place to cry
one minute and 18 seconds and then got back
during clinical:
in time to do my hourly rounding and hand
1. It should be somewhere that doesn’t
out noon meds.
really have a lot of traffic so you can have
some privacy, like Soiled Utility (my personal
Sincerely, Flo
favorite - just don’t daub your tears with any
paper products you find there) or a just-

**The Above Question and Response are an example written by Ola Glezen**
Send your concerns to mnsa.newsletter@gmail.com by the 20th of each month to recieve a response by the next issue! Please be aware
that not all questions can be published in the newsletter, therefore your question is not quareenteed to be included. Please add if you
wish to have your name published with the question or if you wish to stay annonamous.
***Disclaimer: All questions/concerns sent to mnsa.newsletter@gmail.com in regards to the Ask Flo colemn may be used by the MIchigan Nursing Students Association in the MNSA newsletter, NurseTalk***

The MNSA Legislative Corner
Michigan’s Safe Patient Care Act: Coming
Back To Life?
The current MNSA board will provide
information and updates on issues concerning
nursing students in each NurseTalk issue. If you
would like further information, please contact
us.
The Safe Patient Care Act, (House Bill
4311) was introduced in 2013 and would have
required minimum patient/nurse ratios. No
action was taken on the bill. Only the state of
California has laws regulating the number of
patients that a RN may be assigned.

This year, the Michigan Nurses Association identified The
Safe Patient Care Act as one of its legislative priorities. Nurses
across the country, from diverse backgrounds and with varying
political beliefs have identified nurse/patient ratios as a critical
issue and evidence-based research supports these concerns.
As Michigan’s only statewide nursing student organization, the MNSA will be providing further information about this
crucial topic in upcoming NurseTalk issues, including a survey
of the evidence-based research about this topic, the history of
California’s historic legislation, and updates regarding the efforts
to revive The Safe Patient Care Act in Michigan.
Written by Ola Glezen
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For more updates on upcoming
events and ways you can get
involved, please visit us on the web
!at the following locations:
http://michigannsa.org/ 			
https://www.facebook.com/MichiganNSA
https://twitter.com/michigannsa
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www.ana-michigan.org
Sign up for our monthly MNSA Broadcasts
to stay updated on events, news, and
annual convention information.
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